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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida: Good day everyone, it’s great to see you all here, thank you for coming. My name is Erida Curraj, from National Erasmus Office. We are very happy to have this opportunity to be part of the agenda of “Virtual Salon for Education -French and Albanian 2020” this is a way not only to promote but as well to build network during and after this seminar. I think everybody would like to attend during this activity face to face, but I am sure this day will be very soon, maybe during the Europe week on May 2021, or during Erasmus days of next October. Lets Pin in our Agenda. I would like to thank Jean Louis from the French National Agency of Erasmus+, for the friendly collaboration ,  the Organizer Campus de France for this activity and Ms Nano from the French Embassy in Albania for inviting us in this marathon  online activities  with different stakeholders in the field of Education in Albania.According to the Campus de France at the registration platform, have submit their contacts 20 French Universities and more than 40 contacts from the Albanian Universities that we will share their infor among you later. Looking into the list there are many HE institutions that have not participate or at least haven’t been part of the Erasmus programme yet, in this regards we will introduce all kind of opportunities that these institutions are welcome to apply on Erasmus + programme, with our main focus as NEO Albania and French NA to enhance the collaboration between Albanian and French institution For any additional question please feel free to write your questions and we will take care to reply them during the  15 min Q@A. Dear Jean Louis, the floor is yours. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisI am very glad to be here and to share this presentation with my albanian colleagues.My name is JLM, I work at the National french agency and I am in charge of  the Promotion of the program Erasmus + for Higher Education Institutions.During this presentation, we are going to present the different opportunities that Erasmus+ programme can offer to your UniversitiesFirst of all we are going to discover which countries can participate in the E+ programme, who can help you to find information, then the structure of the new programme with its different actions, also how to find a partner and finally we will be happy to welcome Magali Maire for a testimony about the cooperation between the international Center of Advanced Mediteranean Agronomic Studies and Albanian Universities.



33 programme 
countries

27 EU member states
Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein 

Macedonia, Turkey
Serbia

Partners countries
Rest of the world comprising of 
Albania, Kosovo, Montenegro

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisThe first on January 2021, we are going to turn in the New programme Erasmus + 2021-2027 (twenty-twenty-one/twenty twenty-seven). Like the current programme, we find programme countries and partnerts countries. Programme countries can apply to all Erasmus+ actions that are funded by the Erasmus+ budget. Among the 33 countries we found EU countries + Norway, Iceland, Liechtensteinn Macedonia, Turkey and Serbia since 2019. On the other hands, there are Partner countries (rest of the world). They can also apply to Erasmus+ actions but they are funded with external financial instruments especially IPA (Instrument for Pre-Accession) for Region Western Balkans. With Kosovo, Bosnia, Montenegro,  Albania is a part of this Region.Please, Irida, could you present the National Erasmus Office in Albania, and how you can help applicants in their projects. The floor is yours.



National Erasmus + office (NEO)

Among others, NEO exercices the following functions :
 It processes, promotes and distributes the information and 

documentation of Erasmus+ programme to HEII
 It advices, informs and helps all people concerned on how to apply to 

Erasmus+ projects
 It supports and coordinates activities of national group of higher

education reform experts
 It contributes to assessment of projects tha will be submitted in the 

framework of Capacity Building of Higher Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida : Thank you very much Jean Louis for your brief introduction. Albanian National Erasmus+ Offices (NEOs) is located on the region 1 which is Western Balkan, it assists the European Commission and local authorities in the implementation of Erasmus+ in AlbaniaIt is responsible for the local management of the international dimension of the higher education aspects of the Erasmus+ Programme in AlbaniaProviding information on Erasmus+ through different ways, Info session, games, national or local Info days et., monitoring and evaluating funded projects, assisting applicants and participants, supporting policy dialogue and maintaining contact with local authorities and EU Delegations National Erasmus Office in Albania is responsible only for the High Education because youth sport and audiovisual is managed from the Ministry of Education or NGO. It is located in the heart of the Tirana City and is welcoming all the participants or who want to participate to contact us in our social media, email and telefon. 



Implementation of 
« centralised actions »

Promote the Erasmus+  
programme

National French Agency Erasmus + 

Administer a selection
process for project
applications to be funded

Spread in 3 departments
« Decentralised actions »

Monitor and evaluate the 
implementation of the 
programme E+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisNational French Agency Eramus is located in Bordeaux in the south-west of France. This Agency organizes and manages decentralised Erasmus actions like mobilities and cooperation partnerships. Currently 135 people work in the agency throught 3 departments as you can see on the slide. In fact our agency is the contact point for all french higher education institutes.Futhermore we promote the centralised actions like Capacity Building Higher Education, Erasmus Mundus  Joint Master Degree that are managed  by the Education, Audiovisual and Culture Excecutive Agency located in Brussels. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisSo we are going to get into a new period of Erasmus + programme 2021/2027.The general objective of the Programme is to support the educational, professional and personal development of people in education, training, youth and sport, in Europe and beyond. Thereby the programme contributes to sustainable growth, jobs and social cohesion and to strengthens European identity.This programme will be :More open : The programme is devised to open up easier access to funding for a wider range of organisations, The programme is devised tobetter reach out to more participants with fewer opportunities. (for instance, people with disabilities, health problems, barriers linked to education , cultural differences or people who are from disadvantaged socio economic background). More open throught new activities like blended mobilities. Blended mobilities will be able to offer more flexible physical mobility duration to ensure the programme is accessible to students from all backgrounds.More open because, French universities will also be able to fund incoming student and staff mobility from Partner Countries with a part of Erasmus BudgetMore open because in addition of higher education, vocational  education and training will be able to set mobilities with partner countries.It will be More ambitious : - compare to the former programme, the erasmus budget is increasing by 80%, Instrument Pre Accession  should also increase. - - More ambitious because of for instance, the programm aims to strengthen the multilingualims. The EU has set the goal that every citizen should have the opportunity to acquire at least two foreign languages. This is a powerful symbol of the EU's aspiration to be united in diversity.And at last More responsible : The Programme promotes the incorporation of green practices in all projects. It aims to support awareness-raising about environmental and climate change challenges. Priority will be given to projects aimed at developing competences in various sustainability relevant sectors, developing green sectorial skills strategies and methodologies, as well as future-oriented curricula that better meet the needs of individuals.Now Erida, could you speak about the western Balkans Agenda on research innovation and education
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ERASMUS+ 2021-2027 – 08.10.20

Western Balkans
Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida: On September 2020, Western Balkan Ministers and high-level panelists from the region took part in the European Research and Innovation Days to discuss the region’s priorities in research and innovation.Mariya Gabriel EU Commissioner for Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and YouthWhere highlighted that The EC is ready to engage with the region 1 Western Balkans Agenda on research, innovation, education, culture, youth and sports. This Agenda is expected to provide a positive and forward-looking vision for all citizens, and youth in particular. It will open the opportunities to students, researchers, innovators and cultural operators so that they access new markets, become more competitive and build sustainable prosperity consequently It’s a positive vision for all.  The Agenda is a long-term strategy for cooperation with the region, Through increased investments in Research, Education, Culture, Youth and SportSo it will contribute to the region’s economic and societal development and cooperation. The Agenda and its Action Plan will build on three main pillars: Political, Thematic, and Regional.You can see that 123 million is going to be spend only on the mobility project 146 million the EU contribution from the start of Horizont 2020.



School
education

Higher
education

Vocational
education and 

training
Adult education Jean Monnet 

actions
Youth
Sport 

Key action 1
Learning mobility of individuals

Key action 2
Cooperation

Key action 3
Support for policy

reform

6 education sectors

3 key actions

Erasmus+ 2014-2020 > 2021–2027 : structure of the programme

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisOn the slide, you can see the frame of Erasmus Programme. Like the former programme, you can find the 6 education sectors 3 key actionsKey Action 1:  Mobility projects for learners and staff in higher education, vocational education and training (VET),school education, and youth;Key Action 2:  Partnerships for Cooperation, comprising of CBHE, EMJMD and Jean Monnet activitiesKey action 3 :  support for policy reforms : Opportunities under this Key Action contribute to supporting the overall EU policy agenda. I will not develop this K.A today.



Opportunities for HE institutions from Partner Countries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisNow I am going to present 3 actions in that your country can be involved.The first two types of projects are based on mobility (ICM + EMJMD)The third type on academic cooperation and teaching.We'll look at each in turn



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida : According to the country fact sheet, the number of the  incoming and outgoing students and staff  until 2019 is  2118  and 1329.  ICM is a décentralise action and a bilatérale agreement. Wich mean to be part of the International credit mobility programme there must be two Institutions one from the partner country as Albania and one from the programme Country as French HE institution. They should sit down with each other and find the common academical interest. After everything is well settle than you will sign an interinstitutional agreemnts.  Much more well detailed and finalized this interinstitutional agreeemtn more easier will be for the French Institution to apply at the French National Agency for the Erasmus+ grants. This mean is decentralized action, institutions doesnt apply at the EACEA agency but at NA. 



International Credit Mobility 2021-2027

- Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA) should increase

- Student mobility for studies or for placement (2 months – 1 year)

- Staff mobility for assignment or training ( 5 days – 2 months)

- Outgoing or ingoing mobilities

- New : blended mobility for students and staff  - blended intensive programme

- French HEI with Erasmus Charter applies on behalf of all partners by bilateral mobility
project to the French Agency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisFor the next programme, - Budget should increase, western Balkans region  still a priority for EU.Like the current programme, we can find :Student mobility for studies or for placement. It lasts from 2 months to 1 year.Staff mobility for assignment or training (from 5 days to 2 months)A new action :- Blended mobility : This  mobility is a combination of physical mobility with a virtual component facilitating a collaborativeonline learning exchange and teamwork. This activity can take place between Programme Countries  and a Partner Country. Staff and students can be concerned. It can be an individual mobility but also looks like a blended intensive programme  (at least 3 HEIs from 3 programme countries).French HEI with Erasmus Charter should apply on behalf of all partners for bilateral mobility project.Each European country will have a budget for its universities to fund mobility agreements with scholarships for all regionals of the world. It means that the projects are proposed by European universities. For this action, you have to find a french HEI as a partner, Next call for proposals will be set up in november 2021.(the amount for individual support is 850€ from Albania to France and 700€ frme France to Albania (per month). + top up amount to support the in coverage their travels costs  500 à 1999km 275€, 2000 to 2999km 380€



International Credit Mobility 2014-2019 (Albania)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisLook at the chart on the left. How you can see, during the period 2014/2019, we didn’t use the total available budget for the western balkan region expect in 2020. (for memory, this year the allowed budget was 2,5M€ for Western Balkan ).On the right the chart shows the number of mobilities during the programmation (about 100). Most of them in Albania were ongoing staff mobilitiesSo, as you can see there are a lot of opportunies, and room for improvement.



Capacity Building Higher Education (CBHE)

- 4 projects selected between 2015/2020 involving France and 
Albania

- Thematics : Agriculture, physics-chemistry, management, 
strengthen coopération HE + Privat Sector

QAinAL

Strategic support on strengthening the quality assurance 
structures at the private higher education institutions in 
Albania

NET CHEM
ICT Networking for Overcoming Technical and Social Barriers in 
Instrumental Analytical Chemistry Education

SMART AL

Master In European Innovations for a Sustainable Management 
of Albanian Territories, Rural Areas and Agriculture: 
Instruments, Policies, Strategies

609786-EPP-1-2019
Quality development of international cooperation and project 
management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida : It is a multy partner agreement and is centralized.There are needed a min consortium of 5 partner 2 from programme country and three from partner country. Organisations can choose from two types of projects:Joint projects, which aim to support organisations from partner countries (i.e. through curriculum development, modernisation of management, etc.), andStructural Projects, which aim to strengthen higher education systems and promote reforms at national and/or regional level.Albanian HEIS from 2015-2020 are granted with 55 Project 12 of them  Albanian Institutions are Coordinator of the consortia  9-16 partner but only 4 cbhe project are with French partnere and only one of them is French coordinator.  This is the main point we would like to insist and would help to increase the collaboration I this programme . 



03/01/2021 No call for  2021

CALL 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida: Call 2021 is the same as call  2014, there are no call for the CBHE and ICM neither for sport and VET only for the Jean monnet and  Joint Master mundus. Here are two main programmes that you can start to think to be as an partner or associated partner in a Joint master Mundus consortium or Partnere at a Jean Monnet Networking. 



FOCUS Underrepresented Topic

Underrepresented academic fields 
within CBHE projects implemented by 
Albanian Universities during the term 
2015-2019 have been medicine and any 
related field, journalism, archeology, 
language and literatures, history, etc

The most overrepresented have been 
management, social work, information 
technology, law, technology, chemistry.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida: After analyzing 55 CBHE Projects the most uners represented topics  that could be a good suugestion for you to apply on the next call are médicine and any field related with it, research, managment, health and mental care and of course any project for  people with disability. Than is archeology, language, literature, history,  and all kind of engineering as : construction, electrical, computer science, mechanical etc.



Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degrees (EMJMD)

- Highly integrated Master study programmes delivered by international HEI 
consortium
- No restriction in disciplines
- Duration 12 – 18 – 24 months (60 – 90 – 120 ECTS credits)
- 4 consecutive student intakes
- Mandatory study period in at least two (2) different Programme Countries (no 
virtual mobility)
- Award of a joint or multiple Master degree

No EMJMD involving France and Albania has been selected during the current 
programme

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisAn EMJMD is a high-level integrated international study programme. It must involve at least 3 different programme countries. All disciplines are possible60, 90 or 120 European Credits Transfer System must ne delivered by an international consortium of HEIs from different countries It will receive a grant agreement for a minimum duration of 4 academic yearsThe EMJMD study period must take place in at least two of the Programme Countries represented in the consortium (i.e. at least two mobility periods for all students, different from the country of residence of the student). HEI can award of a joint or multiple Master degreePartner countries can be partner, and also coordinator in the future programme. It s the coordinator that applies on behalf of all the partners EMJMD, the coordinator will become the main EU grant beneficiary.	France still the most involved country in this action, unfortunately no project involving France and Albania has been selected yet.



Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degrees 2021-2027

- Programme countries/partner countries = same eligibility
criteria

- Erasmus Mundus “design measures”

- Erasmus Mundus Label

- Permanent forum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jean-LouisSome new features for partner and programme countriesSame eligibility criteria means that a partner country will be able to apply an EMJMD like a coordinator or a full partnerDesign measures : We could have a specific call for proposals for first applicant to fund for instance meetings and visit to build the projectThe label Erasmus Mundus could be use even after the end of the fundingThe last new feature, a permanent forum will be set up to help applicantsAll these informations must be confirmed and specified in the programme guide that should arrive soon?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erida: until today Albanian HEIs have been part of just two  consortium of JMM project. Although their good efort they are still as the associated partnere, We suggesst both HEIs to show more interest to apply on this programme and to involve each other more. As France is one of the coutnries that have the biggest number of the patnerships in the JMM we llok forward that they will invite albanian HEIS  from this call . Albanian JMM students are increasing the numbers, on last call  2020 14 students  were granted.  Their field of expertice was rewable energy, enviromental engeeniering. 



promotion.superieur@agence-erasmus.fr

Testimony

Magali Maire : Chargée de mission to the directeur

https://youtu.be/CxAaIAcS1jg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I am very glad to indroduce Magali Maire who is chargée de mission to the Directeur. She works at the International Center for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies in Montpellier.But just before the interview, I propose to watch a short clipMagali Maire,Can you in few words present your institution ?How did you find a partner in Albania ?What actions have you put in place with Albania?What are your future projetcs ?What does this parternship bring to your institution ?

https://youtu.be/CxAaIAcS1jg


promotion.superieur@agence-erasmus.fr

Ressources and contacts : 

Thank you for your attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to thanks all the HEI in Albania that were invoveld in the last Erasmus Days. More than 50 events were organised in your country
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